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Abstract

Deep learning framework supported by CUDA parallel computing platform boosts advances of studies on machine learning. The advantage of parallel processing largely comes from an efficiency of matrix-matrix multiplication using many CUDA-enabled graphics processing units (GPU). Therefore, for recurrent neural networks (RNNs), the usage of a zero-filled matrix representing variable lengths of sentences for a learning batch is forced for that reason, however, it is still true that these zeros are wasting computational resources. We propose an efficient algorithm which is trimming off zeros in the batch for RNNs providing the same result. The benchmark results validate our method with approximately 25% faster learning. Empirically, a natural language task confirms our results.
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1. Introduction

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [1, 2] have been playing an important role in natural language processing, with an advance in parallel computing technology. In the center of this advance, CUDA GPU programming platform invented by NVIDIA facilitates a very fast computation of linear algebra, e.g. matrix-matrix multiplication.

To utilize this advantage, one is inevitably forced to use a zero-filled matrix to represent variable length sentences as an input to the language model. The computational cost involving zeros is not diminished, requiring the same effort.

Many researchers and developers struggle to avoid zero computations in natural language processing using RNNs. However, they implemented it in an ad hoc way, so, it is hard to generalize and apply to other projects. In Section 2, we summarize the other attempts permitting a bit of performance loss or computational cost.

2. Related Works

Xu and colleagues (2015) introduce the homogeneous data technique [3] to reduce the zero computation problem. In training phase, they made a mini-batch of the sampled length of sentences after randomly sampling a sentence length, instead of a mini-batch of the maximum length of sentences. Though it gives a little distortion to the random sampling, they reported that it greatly shortens the convergence phase. This method is also used in training Skip-Thought Vectors [4].

Lu et al. (2015) samples in a purely randomized way for a mini-batch. Instead, it sorts the data ordering by length, then, splits the mini-batch to have the same length for each split of the mini-batch. Next, it forwards the splitted data chunks multiple times, i.e. the number of unique lengths, for the mini-batch [5]. Therefore, the additional computational cost comes from sorting, splitting and multiple forwarding for a single forward step. Notice that this technique suffers the worst speed degradation when the length variance of sentences are maximized in a mini-batch.

3. Modularization

Torch nn¹ for neural networks provides a modular way of building a model and training it. For a general functionality, Module class provides three fundamental methods to overcome, used by forward and backward.

3.1 Forward

updateOutput(input) gets the output for a given input, based on the current parameters of the module instance. If the module is sequentially connected to the other module, the output is used for the input to the other module.

3.2 Backward

updateGradInput(input, gradOutput) returns the gradient of the given input, based on the current parameters of the module instance and the given gradient of the output. It takes an advantage of the chain rule for calculating a derivative of the composition of multiple functions.
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**4. TrimZero**

An implementation of TrimZero uses the decorator pattern to encapsulate a module, one of RNNs, which is implemented in rnn package[6] extending nn. Note that the LSTM and GRU modules inherit AbstractRecurrent, which is a grandchild of Module.

Before calling forward on the inner module, it trims zero vectors while keeping the mask, which indicates the indexes of non-zero vectors in a mini-batch. After the forwarding, it recovers the original shape inserting zero-vectors back using the mask. The same operations are done for a backward step. This technique is based on the assumption that the computational cost of operations on zero-vectors are greater than indexing and memory referencing. To minimize the operational cost, we intensely constrain manipulating operations. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of our method comparing with a naive approach, MaskZero.

The usage of TrimZero is the same with MaskZero as follows:

\[
tz = \text{nn.TrimZero}(\text{module}, \ n\text{InputDim})
\]

where module is a module to be decorated by TrimZero, and nInputDim is the number of non-batch dimensions.

The implementation of TrimZero is released under BSD 3-Clause License².

**5. Experiments**

To validate our method, whether the TrimZero gets the same results and faster, we tested the method using the artificial sentences, whose lengths are uniformly sampled, i.e., \(l \sim U(L - x + 1, L)\), where \(x \in \{1, 2, 4, ..., L\}\) and \(L = 26\) is the maximum length of sentences, and \(x\) is an experimental variable, called a zero factor.

As Figure 2 represents, TrimZero effectively accelerates the learning speed, providing the same results (not shown here) on the input. The acceleration effect is clearer when the zero factor is larger, which means the range of fluctuation of sentence length is wider, and, more importantly, the mean of lengths is smaller. However, if there is no zero-vector, when \(x = 1\), the computational cost does not change or gets worsen.

We do not include the empirical results on the human generated natural language data, generally, whose median of sentence lengths is smaller than a half of the maximum length, have a similar effect of reducing the computational time.
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